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MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER

Wong Siew Te, D.J.N. - CEO and Founder of BSBCC

L

ast night we bade farewell to 2014 and welcomed
the arrival of 2015. The year of 2014 is now history,
and 2015 is the immediate future. On behalf of the
Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre (BSBCC), I
would like to wish all our supporters, friends, and
everyone in the world a Happy New Year. May the new
year bring you and your family good health, joy and
peace!
The idea of creating a centre for the conservation of sun
bears first sprang to my mind eleven years ago after
learning about the desperate situation of captive sun
bears in Malaysia. After a lot of hard work together with

our partners– the Sabah Wildlife
Department, Sabah Forestry
Department and LEAP which
started in 2008, the newly
created BSBCC was ready for its
soft lunch to the public in January
2014. For the first time, the
public had a chance to meet and
learn about sun bears in their
natural environment! Then in
October 2014, we finally held the
grand opening of the BSBCC. We
are so glad that after seven years
of running sun bear rescue
operations, during which we
rescued and rehabilitated 40
captive sun bears, we now have a
new conservation centre with
state-of-the-art facilities for our
rescues. We are thankful to more
than 1,600 volunteers and
generous supporters from across
the globe who have helped to
make this happen. We are also
thankful to the 48,000 local and
foreign visitors who came to the
BSBCC last year. Among them
were the 2,000 school students
and teachers from 40 schools who
participated in our conservation
and environmental education
programme. For many, this was

their first experience meeting sun bears in the
natural environment and learning about the
bears‘ plight with illegal poaching and
captivity. The BSBCC team also visited 17
local schools in 2014 to conduct outreach
under its conservation and environmental
education programme.
In terms of achievements, 2014 was a great
year for BSBCC. We came this far not only
because of the kind support of the general
public, but also because of our strong and
unique partnership with the Sabah Wildlife
Department, the Sabah Forestry Department
and LEAP. Sadly, 2014 marked the 6th and
last year of nurturing from LEAP as our
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with
LEAP ended in November 2014. Cynthia Ong,
the Founder and Executive Director of LEAP
also stepped down as a Board Member that
governed BSBCC for the past six years. We
are very grateful to Cynthia and the LEAP
team for their dedication and guidance.
The new year will be another exciting and
challenging year for BSBCC. We will build
upon the strong foundation we established in
2014, and launch a large number of initiatives
in 2015. Thanks to the continuous support
from Sime Darby Foundation, we will start the
construction of the second forest enclosure
and second observation platform early this
year. We will also kick start our sun bear
rehabilitation programme, launch the new
interpreter
volunteer
programme,
and
conduct more research on the little know sun
bear.
In its bid to achieve the goal of attaining the
status of a developed country by 2020,
Malaysia has developed rapidly in the last few
decades. Unfortunately, many of these
development projects have been conducted
with
minimal
regard
to
sustainable
development principles. At the end of 2014,
the east coast of West Malaysia suffered from
the worst flood in 30 years. This flood, as well
as many other natural and environmental
disaster experienced in this region, are closely
related to deforestation and unsustainable
land use practices. When human-related
environmental disaster occurs, the monetary
loss from these events can far outweigh the
economic
benefit
gained
from
our
unsustainable
development
activities.
Evidence linking man-made climate change to
severe weather patterns is increasing. Yet,
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the window of opportunity to act and thus
limit
global
average
temperature
increase to just 2°C is there, albeit fast
closing. I hope that 2015 brings positive
changes in terms of conservation of the
environment and wildlife.
Rainforest in this region provide important
and irreplaceable services like purifying
water, providing oxygen and absorbing
carbon dioxide. These forests are also home
to many species of unique flora and fauna
that attract millions of visitors each year to
Malaysia, contributing significantly to our
national income through ecotourism. In this
respect, the role of BSBCC is not just
restricted to sun bear conservation, but we
also in a position to help support the
transition of Malaysia‘s tourism industry into
one based on ecotourism. Instead of logging
and palm oil production, we should better
focus on ecotourism as the new option to
generate foreign revenue since it can
provide us with absolutely sustainable
revenue if managed wisely.
I hope the new year brings new hope for the
BSBCC and all of us. Together we can make
a difference by making the world a better
place for all beings on Earth. The BSBCC
hopes to be a role model, by showing that
by acting locally to help captive sun bears,
small organization like ours can inspire and
catalyze others to do the same. If we work
together, we can achieve the bigger goals of
wildlife conservation, forest protection, as
well as improvement of all livelihoods that
depend on the forest. Once again, I thank
you for your dedicated support for the work
we are doing at the BSBCC. May the new
year be a better and brighter year for us all!
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IMPORTANT EVENT
6th EAST & SOUTHEAST ASIAN
WILD ANIMAL RESCUE
NETWORK CONFERENCE 2014

O

n the 24th-27th November 2014, the Wild
Animal
Rescue
Network
(WARN)
Conference was held at the Kadoorie Farm
and Botanic Garden (KFBG), Hong Kong SAR,
China. Wong Siew Te, Tee Thye Lim and
Chew Lin May represented BSBCC at this
event. The theme for that year‘s conference
was ―Challenges Faced during Long Term
Maintenance of Rescued Wildlife‖. This is an
important theme as it reflects a growing issue
many centres face: the need to hold animals
for longer periods than planned or originally
intended. Long term holding creates many
constraints and challenges, so the conference
presented an opportunity for the sharing of
respective experiences; to help tackle some of
these issues a little better, and in a sense
provided some consolation for those grappling
with the issues by the knowledge that we are
not alone in facing these challenges.
Eighty
participants
from
18
countries
attended this year‘s conference. Mr. Andy
Brown, Executive Director of KFBG gave the
opening speech welcoming participants to the
conference. This was followed by a keynote
speech
address
entitled
―Seizure
and
Sanctuary: Engaging Ethics in Global Context
of Wildlife Rescue‖ prepared by Dr. Sal
Renshaw, Associate Professor, Chair of
Department
from
Nipissing
University,
Canada. A total of 25 oral presentations on
the conference theme were presented by 23
wildlife organizations such as the Animals Asia

Q&A session with Wong Siew Te and Tee Thye Lim.
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Foundation of Vietnam, Wildlife Rescue
Centre of Endangered Wild Animals, Sepilok
Rehabilitation Centre Malaysia and many
more. Tee Thye Lim, the Centre Coordinator
of BSBCC, presented a talk on ―The
Challenges of Keeping Captive Sun Bears in
a Natural Forest Enclosure: a case study of
an escaped sun bear at BSBCC‖.
Beside this, open working group sessions
were conducted, one of which discussed the
revisions of ―Updating the IUCN Guidelines
for the placement of rescued wildlife‖. Other
topics discussed during the working group
session included: WARN Network, Best
Practice Guidelines for Animal Husbandry,
Veterinary Care for Sanctuary, Capacity
Building and Education.

A

group

photo

of

all participants

at

this

year’s

On the last day of the conference, the
working groups presented their suggestions
and findings related to the conference
objectives. These findings were followed by
the Interim Board Reports and the WARN
Elections for the Executive Committee. A
motion to enlarge the Board from five to
seven members was proposed and approved
by the qualified WARN members. The 6th
WARN Conference 2014 was concluded by a
closing address from Dr. Gary Ades, Head of
Fauna Conservation Department of KFBG.
We thank the WARN members and KFBG for
hosting this successful 6th WARN Conference
2014. It was a great sharing experience as
this conference managed to provide a forum
that facilitated sharing between respective
organizations working in the field of wildlife
rescues and had provided inputs to the
revision of international guidelines for
placement of rescued wildlife.
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BSBCC PARTICIPATES IN
GEF-SGP WORKSHOP & SEMINAR

I

t was a great honor for two BSBCC
representatives,
Gloria
Ganang
and
Risnayati Lammu to be part of the workshop
and seminar organized by GEF-Small Grants
Programme (SGP) Malaysia held at the
Crystal Crown Hotel, Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
The National GEF-SGP Grantees Workshop
was held on the 20th November where
approximately 30 projects funded by GEF-SGP
gathered and shared about their projects, the
challenges they face and how the GEF-SGP
has helped projects through provision of
funding.

Group discussion about challenges faced by grantees.

The next day, the more formal event took
place. The grantees set up their booths in
the hall first thing in the morning followed
by a networking session before the seminar
started. The guest of honor was Datuk Dr.
Abdul Rahim Nik, Deputy Secretary General,
Ministry
of
Natural
Resources
and
Environment.
This
was
followed
by
presentation of mock cheques to new
grantees and the seminar continued with
the sharing of testimonies from SGP
grantees.

David Lee, GEF-SGP National Coordinator was the host
during the workshop.

BSBCC received funding from GEF-SGP in
2013. This has helped us in developing our
Centre by installing signboards along our
trails and on our observation platform to
provide information to visitors about the sun
bear. The grants also gave us the opportunity
to go to local schools to promote awareness in
and to educate to the younger generations
about our precious wildlife. Every session of
the workshop started with an ice-breaking
activity to encourage grantees from different
projects to get to know each other and each
other‘s project. Each group comprised of
different people from different projects. It
definitely
achieved
its
objectives
of
establishing networks among grantees and
creating
opportunities
for
collaboration
between projects from all over Malaysia.
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Gloria Ganang, our education officer gave a talk on the
achievement that BSBCC made through GEF-SGP
funding.

After the inspiring session learning about
the inspiring work of different projects in
Malaysia, the finale of the seminar was a
panel discussion on opportunities for
partnership. Once again, we would like to
thank GEF-SGP for their support towards
BSBCC and for hosting this meaningful and
worthwhile event.
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BEAR STORY
INTEGRATION OF CHIN INTO
THE ADULT FEMALE BEAR GROUP

I

n
th e
p revious
newsletter,
we
highlighted that Chin, an adult female bear,
was relocated to the indoor bear house. Chin
was housed near other bears so that she
becomes familiar with the sights, smells, and
sounds of the other bears before being
introduced to the adult female bear group. A
few days later, we started to introduce Chin
to six adult females which are Susie,
Kuamut, Tokob, Cerah, Jelita and Lawa. Since
it might be too intense for Chin to meet all six
bears at the same time, one-by-one
integration was conducted in the first seven
days. Through her behaviour, it looked like
Chin could not wait to play with the other
female bears.

Five of the female bears were very pleased
to have a new playmate, inquisitively
sniffing and offering a friendly paw to Chin.
Chin proved to be a very playful bear! A few
months later, these bears continue to enjoy
and learn to understand each other. In
general, they have not displayed any
aggression and would play chase, climb
around and share enrichment with each
other.
However, only Tokob did not welcome the
newcomer. Tokob‘s reaction towards Chin
was very unhappy, growling and barking in
a defensive way. Tokob has a very strong
sense of curiosity, but maintains her
distance around Chin. Tokob is very alert
and has demonstrated a bit more dominance
over Chin so we will have to be patient while
this process of integration continue. We will
monitor these two bears until we are certain
that they are good playmates.

a

b

c

d

Integration process between Chin and other adult female sun bears: a. Chin (left) and Lawa (right) b. Chin (top) and
Jelita (bottom) c. Chin (top) and Cerah (bottom) d. Chin (left) and Susie (right)
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BSBCC CORNER

BSBCC FEATURED IN ASIAN
FOOD CHANNEL(AFC):
EATING WILD!

LEAP PHASING OUT FROM
BSBCC

L

and Empowerment Animal People (LEAP),
is an NGO based in Sabah with a US
office in Oakland, California, USA. LEAP can
be seen as the ‗mother‘ - organization that
established BSBCC for the conservation of
sun bears in Borneo. Along with Wong Siew
Te, Ms. Cynthia Ong (Founder, Executive
Director and CEO of LEAP), Mr. Frederick
Kugan (Deputy Director of Sabah Forestry
Department) and Mr. Augustine Tuuga
(Deputy
Director
of
Sabah
Wildlife
Department) constitute the BSBCC Board of
Directors. Over the past six years, the LEAP
team has been working around the clock to
help us secure funding, facilitate fund raising
efforts, and run the project on the ground.
Through
their
vision
to
engage
all
communities and empower each other to
move from reactive conservation towards
proactive stewardship, LEAP has managed to
create a better future for sun bears.
On 30th October 2014, during the 22nd Board
Meeting, LEAP officially stepped down as a
Board Member after nurturing BSBCC for the
past six years. Words cannot describe how
grateful we are to Cynthia and the LEAP
team—(Slyvia Yorath, Jacquie Wong, Winnie
Leong and Heather Pierson) for their
dedication and guidance helping us grow from
the ground up to what we have achieved right
now. Thank you so much.

I

n the latest Asian Food Channel
program
Eating
Wild,
wildlife
adventurer Nigel Marven and loveable chef
Anis Nabilah explore the captivating flora
and fauna of Malaysia, visiting the country‘s
nature reserves and animal sanctuaries
such as the BSBCC, Sepilok Orangutan
Rehabilitation Centre, Kinabatangan River
and Labuk Bay Proboscis Monkey sanctuary.
This fearless duo learns about the plight of
the world‘s smallest bear and joins
caretakers as they feed the bears in the
forest enclosure and make a hammock for
our indoor bear. Besides that, Wong Siew
Te shows his skills on cooking by preparing
a Thai style prawn for both of them.
The Eating Wild for sun bear episode was
shown on 30th December 2014, 9.00pm. If
you missed it, make sure you watch this
episode at:
http://www.asianfoodchannel.com/
eatingwild

Nigel and Anis helping Wong to make a hammock.

BSBCC Board of Directors and staffs.
First row from left: Mr. Augustine Tuuga, Mr. Frederick
Kugan, Ms. Cynthia Ong, Mr. Wong Siew Te and Ms.
Slyvia Yorath.
Second row, second from left: Ms. Jacquie Wong
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Wong’s lifting up the lid to see whether the prawns are
ready.
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

O

n 11th December 2014, a group of Australian
Girl Guides volunteered at our Centre for a day
through APE Malaysia. They had a presentation on
our Centre and sun bears. They were involved in a
few hands-on activities. The girls observed the
behaviour of the bears on the platform, made
‗enrichments‘ for the bears and observed how the
bears behaved with the enrichments compared to
before. They found that the bears are happier with
the enrichments.

Gloria Ganang, BSBCC Education Officer giving
a brief presentation about sun bears.

Table 1: List of groups that visited BSBCC in
November and December 2014.
Group
School /
Organization
St. John
Ambulance Club,
SM St. Patrick,
Tawau
National
Geography
Traveller Group
PERKEP KDN/KA
Bukit Aman,
Kuala Lumpur
Prasekolah SK
Sakilan Desa,
Sandakan
HKBUAS Wong
Kam Fai
Secondary &
Primary School
MRSM Tun Fuad
Stephans,
Sandakan
Tabika Kemas Kg.
Paginatan, Ranau
Che Siang Khor
Moral Uplifting
Society
SK (C) Cheng
Min, Sandakan
Australian Girl
Guide
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No. of pax
23 students,
1 teacher

Date
3rd Nov 2014
Fruits, bamboos, ginger leaves and banana
leaves prepared for enrichment making.

3rd Nov 2014

30 members

5th Nov 2014

25 students,
3 teachers

8th Nov 2014

38 students,
1 teacher

12th Nov 2014

100 students

16th Nov 2014

15 students,
1 teacher, 16
members
60 students,
10 teachers

20th Nov 2014

39 students

24th Nov 2014

20 members

11th Dec 2014

Jan/Feb 2015

The Australian Girl Guides use their creativity
in making the enrichments.

22nd Nov 2014
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The Australian Girl Guides doing behavioral
observation up on the platform.
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NOTABLE VISITORS

I

t was such as honor for BSBCC to have
special
guest
Tun
Musa
Hitam,
Chairman of Governing Council of Yayasan
Sime Darby (YSD), his wife Toh Puan Zulaikha
and other council members of Governing YSD
arriving at Sepilok on 5th November and
visiting BSBCC and Sepilok Rehabilitation
Centre.
YSD is dedicated to enhance lives and
deliver sustainable value through five pillars,
one of which is the environment. With the
theme of ―Assisting Impactful Research and
Conservation Work‖, YSD dedicated itself to
prevent
the
extinction
of
endangered
species and preservation of their habitat and
ecosystem, both on land and selectively at
sea. The goal is to discover and implement
impactful world-class science and research
and also to create highly capable and
technically
sound
local
talents
for
environment of conservation.
YSD‘s contribution of RM2.1 million to BSBCC
has
enabled
the
renovation
of
the
existing bear house into a ticketing and
educational centre A second bear house that
can house up 16 sun bears is also being
constructed. The revenue generated from
ticket and merchandise sales has helped the
centre fund operational expenses such as
staff salaries, maintenance and upkeep costs
as well as bear food.

Tun Musa Hitam, his wife and Governing YSD council
members walking along the walkway to our platform
accompanied by Mr. Wong Siew Te.
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In 2015, YSD will contribute another RM1.4
million to BSBCC to extend the second
forest enclosure and the second observation
platform in order to continue conserving the
world‘s smallest bear species.
We wish to thank our supporters and
funders, especially Hjh. Yatela Zainal
Abidin, Chief Executive Officer of YSD and
the team members for their support and
involvement in establishing the Centre and
in making conservation work for the sun
bears possible. This project has set a good
example for bringing together diverse
partners to create a better future for local
wildlife.

Mr. Wong Siew Te (left), Tun Musa Hitam (middle) and
Toh Puan Zulaikha (right) looking at the sun bears.

Group photo with Tun Musa Hitam and Governing
Council Members of YSD.
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VOLUNTEERS

BSBCC ADOPTION
PROGRAMME

W

e had a great two months with the
volunteers
who
helped
us
out
tremendously, especially in enrichment making.
Mohammad Harith, a volunteer coordinator from
APE Malaysia, will be helping us with our future
volunteers. He has come all the way from West
Malaysia to learn about our operation before he
starts coordinating our volunteers. Thanks you
all for your support.

Share Bear

Damai was adopted by Destination
Asia Malaysia
for 1 year from
November 2014.

From
left:
Azzry
Lavinia and Lee Ying

Dusain,

Michael,

Naomi,

Ryan,

Natalie
College
2014.

was adopted by Aquinas
for 1 year from December

Table 2: List of volunteers that came to BSBSCC
in November and December 2014.
Name

Country

Hng Lee
Ying
Shalini
Jayanandan

Malaysia

Mohammad
Harith
Lavinia
Spimpolo
Michael
Shen
Ryan Pyne

Malaysia

Malaysia

Duration
th

18 Nov –
3rd Dec 2014
13th Dec –
28th Dec 2014

Italy

15th Dec –
25th Dec 2014
7 days

Canda

7 days

Australia

7 days

Naomi Clark

UK

7 days

Kent Fan
Chiao Tung
Katrine Fan
Yuk Theng

Malaysia

8 days

Malaysia

3 days
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Kuamut was adopted by Nugent
Family for 1 year from December
2014.
Adopting a bear is a great way to learn
about sun bears while helping BSBCC
meet the costs of rehabilitation. Funds
raised by the adoption program are used
to better the lives of all bears. Find out on
how to adopt a sun bear from our
website:
http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt-abear.html
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BSBCC IN THE NEWS
Sabah Times, 5

th

December 2014

Daily Express, 29

th

December 2014

BSBCC also featured in:






Mewujudkan masa depan cerah untuk beruang madu Borneo. Daily Express. 25th
December 2014.
Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre. Malaysia Asia. 17th December 2014.
BSBCC bakal tambah kemudahan. Utusan Borneo. 18 th November 2014.
Where to spot bears around the world. Telegraph. 28th November 2014.
Everyone‘s responsibility - to protect the survival of sun bears (In Chinese) 人人有责 - 保护
马来熊 生存的命运 . Merdeka Daily News. 31st December 2014.
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DONORS AND
CONTRIBUTORS

W









ork at BSBCC was made possible with help
and support from:

The public via box donations
National Geographic Expeditions
Popfilm Asia
Road Television Production by Sabah Tourism
Board
GEF– Small Grant Program (SGP)
Malaysian-German Chamber of Commerce
Industry
The Farmers‘ Brand Sdn. Bhd
Fay Studio

If you would like to make a direct donation to
BSBCC, please email the Founder and Chief
Executive Officer of the BSBCC, Mr. Wong Siew Te
at
wongsiew@hotmail.com
for
further
information.

What can you do to help sun
bears?








More donations!
A big thank you to our volunteers (Kent, Kathrine
and family) for giving us 50 packets of rice for our
bears. That‘s up to 500kg of rice! This will be
enough to feed all 35 bears for at least two and a
half months. Our bears will be happy and ever
grateful of you guys. Thanks again!

Do not support any wildlife trade
Contact us if you find any illegal
activities (poaching, trading, etc)
Learn more about sun bears and
their habitat
Follow us on Facebook and help us
spread the word
Donate through our website
Adopt a bear through our website,
or at our Centre
Come volunteer with us!

BORNEAN SUN BEAR
CONSERVATION CENTRE (BSBCC)
Location address:
Mile 14, Jalan Sepilok, Off Jalan
Labuk, 90000 Sandakan, Sabah,
Malaysia
Postal address:
PPM 219, Elopura, 90000 Sandakan,
Sabah, Malaysia
Tel:
+6 089 534 491
Website:
www.bsbcc.org.my
E-mail:
info.bsbcc@gmail.com
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